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Executive Summary
The Computational Infrastructure for Geodynamics (CIG) is funded by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) to support and promote development, dissemination, and use of high-quality
software for modeling geodynamical and seismological processes. During the current reporting
period, we have focused on making progress on all aspects of software development, improving
CIG’s practices and governance, strengthening partnerships, continuing education and training,
and building community.
CIG supported community development and knowledge transfer through regular meetings,
workshops, webinars, newsletters, tutorials, e-mail distribution list, and our discussion forum.
We held regular users’ meetings and workshops for community supported software projects
ASPECT, PyLIth, and Rayleigh.
In person outreach activities were halted and no in person events occurred this past year. All
events were programmed for virtual participation. This includes our three hackathons one each
for ASPECT, PyLith, and Rayleigh and our community-wide workshop, Advancing our
Understanding of Earth Dynamics in CIG IV. Offering these events virtually significantly
increased international participation. Our webinar series was curtailed as we partnered with
SZ4D and CSDMS for a series of crosscutting webinars in January 2021. The CIG Distinguished
Speaker program continues its focus in bringing CIG-supported science to colleges and
universities that are underrepresented in the geosciences. Visits occurred virtually this year. We
established a 9-week summer undergraduate research internship program in Summer 2021
targeting underrepresented groups in STEM.
CIG continued to advance software development in mantle convection, crustal dynamics,
dynamo, long-term tectonics, seismology, and evaluated future directions for these codes. The
community made great progress in adding new features to codes expanding its application to a
wide range of scientific problems including major efforts in the implementation of viscoplastic
rheology (ASPECT), poroelasticity (PyLith), and gravitational effects (SPECFEM-X) and improved
code performance (Rayleigh). Our plans for the coming year include continued development of
codes across the scientific domains represented by geodynamics, including release of a new
codes and new versions of established codes.
CIG Staff continue to support code contributions as requests arise through the year through our
established approval process. We will continue community activities and development
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(especially for early-career scientists) through planned workshops, tutorials, hackathons, and
webinars. We continue to develop partnerships with national computing facilities and other
partner organizations. These include managing and renewing CIG’s allocation on XSEDE and
utilizing allocations on Frontera, the latest XSEDE supercomputer, to continue to optimize
community codes for applications in global mantle flow, lithospheric deformation, and global
core flow.
We continued to work with the CIG community and other relevant communities to improve
best practices in software development and software repositories and contribute to crosscutting initiatives in FAIR and FAIR4RS. We held our first CIG Software Developers meeting 2325 February targeted at bringing together our developer community to examine current and
best practices in software. The CIG Developers Workshop resulted in a number of
recommendations that will help expand the CIG developer community, make software more
accessible to new users, and increase developer productivity through use of common
infrastructure and best practices for software development.

Map showing the number of downloads of CIG software from our website in 2020.
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CIG Overview

The Computational Infrastructure for Geodynamics (CIG) supports computation and research in
geodynamics. CIG achieves this by developing, supporting, and disseminating high-quality
software for the geoscience community and enabling better access to and use of
cyberinfrastructure including high-performance computing. This cyber-enabled geoscience
community is maintained and grows through workshops, training, outreach, and partnerships
with other organizations. The software maintained and developed by CIG addresses research
problems that range widely through the earth sciences and includes mantle convection; the
dynamo; magma, crustal and earthquake dynamics; and seismology. With 89 member
institutions including 21 international affiliates, CIG is a member-governed organization with a
high level of community participation.
This document updates CIG operational status and covers the period from August 1, 2020,
through July 31, 2021, unless otherwise noted.
Prior reports and documents can be found at geodynamics.org.
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CIG Management and Governance

To remain a nimble and relevant organization, CIG relies on the expertise, vision, and guidance
of the community. Its community-centric management structure draws upon features of other
successful NSF-supported community infrastructure projects in the Earth sciences. Goals and
directions are determined through community input from topical Working Groups and
suggestions coming from the scientific community. A Science Steering Committee (SSC)
considers and recommends CIG activities, which are then considered and approved by an
Executive Committee (EC). The collective charge of the SSC and EC is to identify and balance
common needs across disciplines, balancing activities between ongoing support and
development of established codes and infrastructure, responding to community needs for new
codes and infrastructure, and supporting community development of the CIG community. The
management plan, outlined here, has been codified in a set of by-laws updated in 2018 and
available on our web site [pdf].
2.1

Membership

CIG is an institutionally-based organization governed by an Executive Committee. CIG
recognizes educational and not-for-profit member institutions with a sustained commitment to
CIG objectives in geodynamics and computational science. International affiliate members are
1

accepted, but only United States members have voting rights. Each member institution selects
one member-representative to the electorate. The number of member institutions continues to
increase and currently stands at 89 member institutions including 21 international affiliates. Of
these, 5 are inactive as member representatives have moved to new institutions. In 2020, CIG
welcomed University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Aachen University, and University of
Cambridge. See Appendix A.
2.2

Executive Committee

The Executive Committee (EC) is the primary decision-making body of CIG. The EC meets
regularly to discuss administration and organizational activities. In conjunction with the
Director, the EC oversees day-to-day operations through its regular meetings, video
conferences, electronic mail, and forum. The EC approves the annual science plan,
management plan, and budget; reviews priorities for software development with input from
the electorate and the Science Steering Committee, and creates and appoints committees, such
as the Nominating Committee, as needed. The EC has the authority to approve proposal
submissions and contractual arrangements for CIG.
The EC has 7 members, of which 5 are voting members: Chairman, Vice Chairman, and three
members at-large. Members are elected by representatives of member institutions for
staggered three-year terms. The two ex officio members are the Director, and the Chair of the
Science Steering Committee.
Current members of the EC and the term end dates are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.3

Chair, Katie Cooper (2021), Washington State University
Vice Chair, Claire Currie (2022), University of Alberta
Bruce Buffett (2022), University of California, Berkeley
Alice Gabriel (2023), University of Munich
Louis Moresi (2021), University of Melbourne
Ex officio, Scott King (2022), Virginia Tech
Ex officio, Lorraine Hwang, Director CIG
Science Steering Committee

The Science Steering Committee (SSC) prioritizes CIG software development from the
perspective of the earth science and computational science discipline. The SSC assesses the
competing objectives and needs of all the sub-disciplines covered by CIG, provides initial
assessment of proposals submitted to CIG, and provides recommendations on the allocation of
2

development resources. The SSC evaluates proposed CIG activities at least once a year
formulating a prioritized list of tasks and developing a yearly strategic plan for CIG.
Recommendations from the SSC are forwarded to the EC and are part of the planning process.
The SSC works in consultation with the software development team and the Director to assess
how tasks are inter-related and related to the broader needs of the community. To make this
process as productive as possible, the Director and SSC look out for opportunities and new
activities and work with those who are in the process of proposing a new effort to ensure that it
is within the scope of CIG’s mission.
The SSC consists of 8 elected members including a chairperson and 2 ex officio members - the
CIG Director and the Chair of the EC. The committee includes expertise in both the geosciences
and computational sciences and provides guidance within all of the sub-disciplines of
computational geodynamics.
Current members of the SSC and the term end dates are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.4

Chair, Scott King (2022), Virginia Tech
Vice Chair, Juliane Dannberg (2022), University of Florida
Sylvain Barbot (2023), University of Southern California
Ebru Bozdag (2021), Colorado School of Mines
Min Chen (2023), Michigan State University
John Naliboff (2023), New Mexico Tech
Krista Soderlund (2021), University of Texas, Austin
Cian Wilson (2021), Carnegie, DTM
Ex officio, Katie Cooper (2021), Washington State University
Ex officio, Lorraine Hwang, Director CIG
Working Groups

Working groups (WG) provide the EC and SSC with domain expertise. WG’s, formed by the EC,
provide input on science drivers, technical challenges and resources necessary for research in
their domain. Working groups provide advice to the SSC and EC and form goals and actions for
the upcoming year.
CIG’s eight working groups represent the main scientific domains and special interests in the
CIG community:
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Computational Science
This working group informally advises CIG leadership and the other working groups on best
practices and identifies opportunities for new partnerships and activities within CIG.
Seismology
The main priority for the Seismology Working Group is the continued advancement in
capabilities for high performance computing and to broaden its code and user base.
Dynamo
The long-term goal of the Dynamo Working Group is to produce a series of ever more efficient,
massively parallelized, well-documented community dynamo models for broad usage by the
dynamo community. With these HPC models, the goal is to significantly decrease the fluid
viscosity in such dynamo models by at least two orders of magnitude. This will enable
transformative studies of fully developed turbulent dynamo action as it occurs in the Earth’s
core.
Education Working Group
The Education Working Group is interested in developing open-source materials for teaching
geophysics using computation with an emphasis on computational geophysics. Their goal is to
develop modules that could be used in a classroom or self-learning setting targeted at
undergraduate through early graduate training.
Long-Term Tectonics
The Long-Term Tectonics Working Group’s primary goal is to converge towards a communityinitiated and maintained 2D and 3D lithospheric deformation computational code (or codes)
with flexibility, modularity, and the ability to model a range of geologic processes.
Magma Migration
The Magma Migration Working group’s long-term goal is to provide flexible multi-physics
modeling capability and training for the exploration of coupled fluid-solid mechanics with an
emphasis on the dynamics of magmatic plate-boundaries.
Mantle Convection
The Mantle Convection Working Group activity focuses on developing, supporting and
maintaining ASPECT, CitcomS, and CitcomCU.
4

Short-Term Crustal Dynamics
The Short-Term Crustal Dynamics Working Group goals are to create numerical models for
observationally constrained and internally consistent physics for the 1) entire seismic cycle, 2)
tectonics of magmatic systems, geothermal systems, and the cryosphere; and 3) crustal
deformation associated with surface loads.
CIG Staff along with the SSC and EC make an effort to identify overlapping needs in both
scientific and computational functionality from the different domains, in order to support
infrastructure for flexible, reusable and interoperable software. This includes a role as a
clearinghouse for best practices in computational solid-Earth Science including benchmarking,
regression testing and education/training that are consistent across disciplines.
Appendix B provides a list of working groups and the 59 working group members who are
engaged with the CIG community.
2.5

CIG Operations and Administration

CIG is headquartered at the University of California, Davis (UCD). UCD houses CIG in the Earth
and Physical Sciences building and in the adjacent Mathematical Sciences Building (MSB). These
locations provide easy accessibility to expertise in numerical methods, gridding, highperformance computing, networking, scientific visualization, geophysics, and tectonics, as well
as access to administrative support staff in the Earth and Planetary Sciences Department. MSB
houses CIG servers. CIG compute nodes are pooled with others in the Division of Math and
Physical Sciences making up to 2048 CPUs available to affiliated CIG developers. CIG has access
to high-speed networking and state-of-the art scientific visualization facilities through
KeckCAVES, a visualization facility dedicated to the geosciences. Due to the global pandemic,
CIG Staff transitioned to working remotely in March 2020 in accordance with University of
California, Davis guidelines and will remain working remotely though Summer 2021. The
pandemic has given us the opportunity to reimagine Headquarters as we prepare for the next
phase of CIG.
CIG Headquarters is led by the CIG Director. CIG is supported by a team of research scientists
and IT professionals. Support for research staff members may come from other projects.
System administration support is received from pooled campus resources. Administrative
support is received from the Earth and Planetary Sciences Department as well as
undergraduate students who also help with special project, routine updates, and code
development. The Director is the Chief Executive Officer of the organization and Principal
Investigator on the CIG Cooperative Agreement; she bears ultimate responsibility for its
5

programs and budget. The Director’s responsibilities include: (a) leading strategic planning for
CIG’s mission and goals and acting as the primary representative of CIG to the scientific
community (b) devising a fair and effective process for implementation of CIG’s activities based
on proposals or work plans such as those submitted to the Executive Committee by the Science
Steering Committee, and overseeing CIG’s activities, (c) acting as the Principal Investigator on
proposals submitted by the core CIG facility, retaining final authority to make and implement
decisions on grants awarded to the core facility and contracts, (d) ensuring that funds are
properly allocated to various CIG activities, and (e) overseeing the preparation of technical
reports.
CIG’s team of computational and research science professionals maintains expertise in
geodynamics, software development, computing, and numerical methods. They work closely
with the Working Groups and sub awardees under direction of the Director and as guided by
scientific objectives formulated by the geodynamics community. CIG’s staff helps to maintain
the infrastructure for the community including: the repository, build and test system, website,
email, backend servers, HPC allocations, and related systems and services. The development
and technical teams provide software services to the community in the form of programming,
documentation, training, and support.
CIG Staff are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.6

Director, Dr. Lorraine Hwang
Research Computing, Visiting Asst. Prof. Rene Gassmoeller (University of Florida)
Research Scientist, Dr. Hiroaki Matsui
Postdoctoral Fellow, Dr. Kali Allison
Postdoctoral Fellow, Dr. Ryan Overdahl
Postdoctoral Fellow, Dr. Jonathan Perry-Houts
Junior Specialists, Chris Mills
Student Assistant(s)
The Planning Process

Concepts and ideas for CIG activities come directly from the community, member institutions,
working groups and their elected committees. As members of the scientific community, WG
and SSC members, and the Director are conduits for formal and informal dialog among the CIG
community. Formally, users from Member Institutions can submit brief proposals to suggest
new CIG software development tasks, workshops, tutorials, and projects. These proposals can
be submitted at any time and are provided to the SSC and EC to read and evaluate.
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In practice, new CIG activities are developed iteratively; CIG typically works closely with
community members, so that proposed activities are relevant to and appropriate for CIG. In
turn, the SSC and EC review proposed activities as they come in, provide feedback, and ask
questions, again to ensure that proposed activities are aligned with CIG’s mission and goals.
CIG is engaged in several multi-year development projects, including state-of-the-art codes for
mantle convection, lithospheric dynamics, dynamo, short-term crustal dynamics, and
seismology. The working groups may provide feedback to each project that are part of an
overall work plans which may include software development plans, benchmarks, tutorials, and
a schedule for working meetings appropriate to each project.
Strategic Planning

Community Workshop
On 13-15 October 2020, CIG held a community workshop – Advancing Our Understanding or
Earth Dynamics in CIG IV. As part of the planning process, the workshop brought together the
geophysics community to address the science that drives computational geophysics and the
development of state-of-the-art software. The workshop provided a forum to discuss
opportunities and initiatives to meet community needs in supporting the practice of leadingedge, open science. See 3.4 for more information.
Joint EC-SSC Meeting
Strategic planning was furthered during a two-day virtual meeting May 12-13, 2020, held jointly
between the two-elected governance committees. Committee members received an update on
CIG and plans for its next phase. Committee members provided input on governance and
current practices for working groups setting the stage for changes to increase inclusivity and
opportunities for participation. Committee members drafted documents outlining the roles and
responsibilities of elected and appointed governance committees.
2.7

Augmented Funding

CIG, upon approval by the EC, can agree to develop additional software or adopt additional
tasks upon receipt of augmented funding. The EC will determine whether the activity is within
scope of the CIG mission and whether adequate resources are available that would not
jeopardize current CIG priorities. Activities can be in the form of new software development
using only CIG resources or in collaboration with other organizations. Activities may also
support program outreach efforts.
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The team continues to participate in early use of the latest petascale computing system, led by
and deployed at, the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC). The award has been used to
benchmark the performance of existing CIG software and further its scalability using new
numerical methods in preparation for wider community use.1
With access to a large number of cores, Hiro Matsui, CIG-UC Davis has been able to further
development of real time parallel volume rendering and line integration convolution modules
for visualization using Calypso. The line integral convolution (LIC) module works in a massively
parallel environment. Both Calypso and the visualization modules have been parallelized using
MPI and OpenMP. Performance results suggest that data re-partitioning from the simulation is
required to obtain maximum performance. Performance results suggest that data repartitioning from the simulation is required to obtain maximum performance. This is due to the
increased needed for data communication in the spherical harmonic transform which will
require further optimization on Frontera. See also 4.2 Calypso for future plans.
2.8

Communications

CIG employs a variety of methods to keep its own and other communities informed.
geodynamics.org

The website is the home of CIG as seen by most of the community, and serves to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide access and visibility to CIG software including most recent releases and
documentation;
Provide committees and working groups a centralized site for organization of
community activities;
Announce CIG events, including workshops and meetings and to support functions such
as workshop registration and virtual posters;
Disseminate and archive CIG documents including annual reports, strategic plans, bylaws, policies, manuals, tutorials etc.;
Educate the community on software and computational methods;
Highlight research being accomplished by scientists using CIG codes and collaborative
projects;
Provide easy access to citation and attribution information for software packages,

1

Clevenger, T.C., and Heister, T., Comparison Between Algebraic and Matrix-free Geometric Multigrid for a Stokes
Problem on an Adaptive Mesh with Variable Viscosity, in review, 2020, https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.06696
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•
•

Disseminate news of activities of interest and promote discussion, and
Promote discussion through its forums.

Forum

Except for the private governance and the general community-wide (CIG-ALL) mailings lists, all
other mailings lists have transitioned to the new CIG forum beginning in late 2018. The forum
allows easier searching and tagging of discussion threads as well as many modern features such
that users can customize how they follow categories and issues, and trusted users can
moderate their communities. Currently, any member of the public may subscribe to CIG-ALL
and register to participate in the new forum. These are used to distribute information about
software releases, bug fixes, workshops and tutorials, and other general news about activities
and programs relevant to the CIG community.
As of December 31, 2020, the forum has grown to 525 registered members, up from 238 at the
end of 2019. Over half (55%/290)) of members have contributed to discussions. New users and
contributors continue to join at a steady rate since the forum’s inception with the number of
overall visits remaining relatively steady (Figure 1). The CIG-ALL mailing list (584 members)
forwards to the Announcements forum category and remains an option for community
members to receive general announcements. Hence, the total number of participants reached
are a mix of the two communication methods.
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Figure 1. CIG Forum activity since inception (community.geodynamics.org). Shown by month are the (left) number of new
users, (center) new contributors, and (right) visits to the forum.
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The domain-specific categories for groups that have released codes are used frequently for
community support. Anyone register user may post a question or request for help; questions
are wide-ranging from scientific application of a particular code to a problem, scientific
methodology, to interpretation of error messages at compile or run time. Any registered user
may also respond. For active codes, developers and active users usually respond within a short
time. CIG staff monitor the lists and will answer or redirect emails that remain unanswered.
The ASPECT and PyLith continue to be the most active subject matter categories (Figure 2).
However, some of our communities prefer to use github for similar functions, e.g., SPECFEM
and hence, forum traffic does not reflect the community’s activities.
Past email lists are accessible through the CIG website:
(https://geodynamics.org/cig/about/mailing-lists/).

Categories
350
300
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150
100
50
0
2018
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2020

Multiphysics
MC
LTT
Dynamo
CS
Burnman
SW4
STCD
Seismology
Rayleigh
Meetings
General
SPECFEM
Jobs
PyLith
Announcements
ASPECT

Figure 2. Number of messages posted to the forum by category. Legend is reversed ranked ordered with the users of the
ASPECT forum posting the most messages.

Annual CIG Business Meeting

The CIG Annual Business meeting is open to the entire geodynamics community, including
scientists from non-member institutions. The meeting reports on CIG activities of the past year
and is a forum for open discussions of past and future CIG activities including strategic planning.
This meeting is typically held in conjunction with the AGU Fall meeting in December, when
many members of the community are gathered in one place. Due to the pandemic AGU was
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entirely virtual this year so no gathering took place. However, the community met online in
October 2020 in community discussion.
CIG Quarterly Newsletter

Launched in August 2012, the CIG Quarterly Newsletter provides information on community
and headquarters’ activities and news, computational resources, upcoming meetings, current
initiatives, and research highlights, along with news of activities from related organizations. The
newsletter is available online and distributed to CIG’s CIG-ALL general email list.
GitHub

CIG software is developed using GitHub (see github.com/geodynamics) to support version
control, community contributions, and CIG best practices for scientific software development.
The platform provides continuous transparency about software development directions and
offers a mechanism for contributors to introduce new topics and possible development
directions for discussion. CIG provides tutorials and guidance for its software projects to
leverage the potential of GitHub as the de-facto standard of software development for opensource projects.
Webinars

Since 2012, CIG’s webinars are described below and are used to for more in-depth
communication about software projects, research applications, best practices, and governance
matters.
2.9

Metrics for Success

Activities to fulfill CIG’s mission fall into three broad categories: software, people, and research
impacts. We use a variety of metrics to monitor activity in each of these areas throughout this
annual report. These metrics do not encompass the impacts and improvements in
computational capabilities in geodynamics that result from CIG’s activities. Those are covered in
the later sections of this report.
Software

CIG is a community open-source software repository and development community. As such its
impact to the community is largely measured by usage. Activity can be measured by the
number of:
•

code releases,
11

•
•
•
•
•

code downloads,
donated codes,
HPC cycles used,
repository commits, and
lines of code.

People

CIG is community organization that must be responsive to its users. As such, its impact is largely
measured by community involvement and outreach. This can be measured by the number of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

governance participants,
forum and mailing list membership,
workshop participants,
webinar and online tutorial participants,
YouTube views,
education products developed,
website traffic,
users of CIG HPC allocations, and
engagement with other communities

Research

CIG resources are used to advance research. As such, its impact is largely measured by its ability
to enable research and research outcomes. These can be measured by the number and impact
of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3

publications (abstracts, thesis, papers) and readership,
acknowledgements and citations of CIG codes in publications and reports,
proposals by researchers that draw on or use CIG resources,
partnerships with other organizations,
diversity of funding sources,
invited presentations, and
special sessions of national meetings organized around CIG resources or codes.

Facility Status

CIG’s primary focus is the creation, training, and distribution of open-source software via its
website geodynamics.org. CIG is now regularly cited in the data management plan of scientists
12

writing proposals to NSF, with PIs citing CIG’s software donation policies. CIG’s own data
management plan focuses on:
•
•
•
•

preservation, availability, and credit for software and algorithms,
incorporation of current technology in the dissemination and distribution of code,
documentation of code, workshops, meetings, and technical reports; and
ongoing evaluation and assessment of workshops, training sessions, and other program
elements.

CIG utilizes modern software tools to continue to harden its software engineering practice and
maintains a robust repository to facilitate sharing of validated open-source software. CIG’s
servers are continuously backed up to protect information in the case of catastrophic loss. All
software is maintained with full version control and complete revision history in a Git opensource repository. Where deployed, Doxygen routinely updates documentation as extracted
from the source files. The build and test framework uses GitHub actions, Jenkins and/or Travis
CI. Jenkins test the build on 4 different machine configurations daily and as changes are
committed to the repository. Build status is reflected on each software page.
Facility statistics below cover the periods January 1 – December 31, 2020.
3.1

CIG Code Repository

CIG encourages members to donate codes that have scientific value for the geoscience
community. Codes come to CIG from two sources:
•
•

Third-party codes –independently developed codes from small research groups or
individuals, and
Community Codes – codes developed via collaborations with CIG communities

CIG has established a baseline of required elements for the acceptance of third-party code
contributions. These requirements and process of accepting our code can be found at:
http://geodynamics.org/cig/dev/code-donation/
CIG’s support categories reflect code development activity and from where primary support is
received:
Developed

Actively adding features to support improved science or performance by
CIG (D_CIG) or by community contributors (D_CONTRIB).

Supported

Actively supported, maintained, and upgraded by CIG (S_CIG) or by
community contributors (S_CONTRIB).
13

Archived

No development activity; not supported. No commitment to
updates. (A)

Developed Codes have been validated, passed benchmarks established by the appropriate
community, and are leading edge codes in geodynamics. Developed codes may either be
donated or developed by CIG or other communities. These codes are under active development
with a software development plan and are actively supported by CIG or the community through
maintenance, technical assistance, training, and documentation.
Supported Codes are mature codes that meet community standards but are no longer
undergoing active development. Codes have been benchmarked and documented with
examples and references such that they remain useful research tools. Supported codes include
codes donated to CIG from members of our community. Minor changes such as bug fixes and
binary upgrades are supported.
Archived Codes are included in the CIG GitHub code repository. This allows bug reports to be
submitted and accessible to the community although little or no resources are applied for
further development, maintenance, or support.
CIG formally collaborates with individual and groups of researchers, often as part of their
proposal submissions to U.S. and international funding organizations, either in an advisory
capacity or as a code repository.
Table 1 lists current repository holdings including software version, total lines of code, %
change in number of lines of code from the previous year, number of commits in the repository,
number of lifetime developers, and current level of support.
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Table 1. Repository Statistics
Version

Lines of
Code

%
Change

Commits

#
Developer
s

Short-Term Crustal Dynamics

Support
Level

Pylith

2.2.2

443,198

0%

3

9

D_CIG

Relax

1.0.7

1,420,034

0%

12

10

D_CONTRIB

VirtualQuake

3.1.1

49,222

-

-

17

D_CONTRIB

SELEN

2.9.13

20,844

-

-

5

S_CONTRIB

LithoMop

0.7.2

495,786

-

-

5

A

Gale

1.6.1/2.0.1

6,680,841

-

-

62

A

Plasti

1.0.0

10,967

-

-

1

A

SNAC

1.2.0

549,498

-

-

3

A

2,144,979

12%

1478

85

D_CIG

CitcomCU

2.3.0
pending
1.03

70,288

-

-

5

D_CONTRIB

CitcomS

3.3.1

239,696

-

-
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ConMan

3.0.0

77,889

38%

40

12

S_CONTRIB

Ellipsis3d

1.0.2

51,602
5

-

-

2

A

HC

1.0.7

491,189

0%

2

7

A

Axisem

1.3

109,296

0%

3

13

D_CONTRIB

Burnman

0.9

97,539

0%

4
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Mineos

1.0.2

331,364

-

-

7

A

Flexwin

1.0.1

95,412

-

-

8

A

Seismic CPML

37,820

-

-

6
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Specfem3D

10,541,775

-

-
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Long-Term Tectonics

Mantle Convection
ASPECT+

Seismology

Specfem3D Globe

7.0.0

2,141,321

-

-
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D_CIG

Specfem3D Geotech

1.1

-

-

4

D_CONTRIB

Specfem2D

2,038,521
2,181,266
1,871,169

-

-

33
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Specfem1D

5,367

-

-

9

S_CONTRIB

267,625

-

-

19
9

D_CONTRIB

SW4

2.01

15

Dynamo
Rayleigh

0.9.1

71,635

0%

100

26
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Calypso

1.2.0

215,0172

0%

5

7

D_CIG

MAG

1.0.2

134,906

-

-

5

A

Cigma

1.0.0

356,371

-

-

7

A

Exchanger

1.0.1

5,654

-

-

7

A

Nemesis

1.1.1

788

0%

2

2

S_CONTRIB

Pythia

0.8.1.20

43,393

21%

59

4

S_CONTRIB

Computational Science

*new releases in 2020 +also being used for long-term tectonics

Statistics are as reported by gitstats2 which does not discriminate between line types e.g.,
comments versus code. CIG codes span 6 scientific domains and most use multiple
programming languages. The majority of the executable code in the library use shell and
scripting languages, C, C++, and Fortran77/90, or Python. Codes that have substantial active
development, e.g., addition of new features (net increase) or code re-writing and cleanup (net
decrease) are predominantly those that are actively supported by CIG staff, subawardees, or
are cooperative efforts with other agencies and research groups.
The CIG Git repositories logged 708 software commits during 2020. Over the repository
lifetime, nearly 526 developers have contributed to code development.
CIG continues to provide guidance to its community on contributing software for community
use. Additional guidelines have been developed in the form of a software checklist and an
example github software repository (template). Both follow CIG established software best
practices and establishes expectations of what information is needed and how to structure a
repository when contributing software. Both are accessible through our website and our
GitHub repository (https://github.com/geodynamics/best_practices).
In 2021 CIG held its first Software Developers meeting to discuss current community
development practices and common areas of infrastructure improvement (see 3.4). CIG

2

https://github.com/hoxu/gitstats (version 55c5c28, 2.25.1)
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continues to participate in the larger scientific community in working towards establishing FAIR
principles for research software and best practices for software repositories.
3.2

Web Portal Statistics

We use AWStats to report annual website statistics from our web log. Changes in activity in
comparison to prior years may be due to better filtering for bots, worms, or replies with special
HTTP status codes.
Website:
Unique visitors:
Visits:
Hits:
Downloads
Page Views:
3.3

www.geodynamics.org
6,654
9,411
1,381,227
304 files
395,284

High Performance Computing

CIG continues to provide opportunities to train scientists on HPC by maintaining allocations of
HPC resources on XSEDE community machines. In 2021, CIG has been awarded:
•
•
•

50,000 SUs; 2,048 GB (Ranch) on Stampede2
1,377,206 Core-hours; 2,048 GB on Expanse
15,000 GPU Hours; 2,048 GB (Ocean) on PSC Bridges

Allocation expires 31 March 2022.
CIG successfully applied for a Frontera Pathways allocation of 182,400 node hours. The
allocation is being used by the ASPECT community to improve solvers and parallel I/O as well as
to test and optimize features needed for large-scale runs. Development in Calypso continues to
improve the parallelization between the simulation and parallel volume rendering module
which allows real time visualization. Allocation expires June 29, 2021.
As part of the 2021 Summer Modeling Research Experiences programs, lead organizer John
Naliboff successful applied for 40,000 SUs on XSEDE Jetstream to deploy tutorial materials
based on Jupyter notebooks in a cloud environment and 280 SUs on Stampede2 for
geodynamic simulations.
3.4

Knowledge Transfer and Capacity Building

CIG builds and sustains its community through both virtual and in-person events. The Director,
Staff, and Committee members represent the organization at numerous meetings, conferences
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and invited talks throughout the year. In addition, CIG actively sponsors outreach through
workshops, training, and webinars.
Workshops, Training, and Engagement with Other Communities

CIG has a long tradition of leveraging its resources and community connections with other
organizations for educational and strategic planning efforts. Workshops are community driven
and organized. Special workshops for community planning reach across government agencies
including national labs, other NSF branches, and the U.S. Geological Survey. CIG-sponsored
workshops are typically held biannually for each domain. Joint workshops and tutorial sessions
have been held historically in conjunction with annual meetings of the Southern California
Earthquake Center (SCEC), Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS), Geological
Society of America (GSA), EarthScope, Cooperative Institute for Dynamic Earth Research
(CIDER), Canadian Geophysical Union (CGU), Earth-Life Science Institute (ELSI), Quantitative
Estimation of Earth’s Seismic Sources and Structure (QUEST), and Ada Lovelace Workshops
(EGU). CIG partners with these and other organizations to expand its impact on the
geodynamics community.
Upcoming workshops and training are posted online and advertised through CIG email lists and
forum and those of our partner organizations. Due to the global pandemic, all workshops in
2020-2021 were virtual (Table 2). Workshops will be continued to be planned as virtual events
through Fall 2021. We plan to resume in person events, adding a virtual component (hybrid) in
2022.
All events build upon CIG’s experience using technology to collaborate with our communities
worldwide - PyLith has been offering virtual tutorials since 2015 and our very first entirely
virtual workshop was held by the ASPECT community in January 2020. By offering our
workshops virtually, we have been able to further our reach to new communities including
meeting the international demand from emerging economies for access to training on state-ofthe-art modeling software.
A major addition to our training initiatives this year is the addition of a summer undergraduate
research internship program. The goal of the program is to increase the pipeline of students
into the field of computational geodynamics targeting underrepresented groups in STEM.
Teams of mentors at four institutions will host students in person or virtually depending on
their campus COVID-19 protocols. The program launches with 2 weeks of tutorials in Earth
science and computational skills. The program will culminate in student research presentations
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with the option to present at a professional meeting. Results from the program will be
summarized in the next reporting period.
Table 2. August 2020 - July 2021 Workshops and Tutorials
Date

Title

Participants

August 3-14, 2020

ASPECT Hackathon

October 13-15, 2020

Advancing Our Understanding of Earth
Dynamics in CIG IV

January 25-26, 2021

ASPECT User Workshop

February 23 & 25, 2021

CIG Developers Workshop

43

May 24-28, 2021

Rayleigh Hackathon

15

June 8-16, 2021

PyLith Hackathon

15

June 28 – August 20, 2021

SMOREs

4

July 6-16, 2021

ASPECT Hackathon

25

25
>110

untracked

2020 ASPECT Hackathon
CIG’s first virtual hackathon took place August 3-14, 2020. A total of 25 participants (Figure 3)
joined virtually via zoom and slack to participate in this 10-day coding event (no formal events
were held over the weekend). This year’s event welcomed 10 new participants. Meetings and
collaboration times were arranged to accommodate international time zones. Participants
contributed improvements to code functionality and bug fixes as well as adding new features
and interfaces to other software packages to tackle problems in mantle and lithospheric
dynamics. The complete list of projects can be found in the workshop report.
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Comparing repository statistics to before and after the hack suggests that this virtual hackathon
was not as productive as the previous year, likely owing to the disruption of running the event
virtually in multiple time zones. However, historically the number of new source files, pull
requests, commits, and tests is all broadly comparable to previous years.
Workshop report [pdf].
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Figure 3. A total of 25 participants from 5 countries attended the
event. Approximately 52% identified as female.
Powered by Bing
© Australian Bureau of Statistics, GeoNames, Microsoft, Navinfo, TomTom, Wikipedia

2020 CIG Community Workshop
The 2020 CIG Community Workshop: Advancing Our Understanding of Earth Dynamics in CIG IV
was held over 3 days from 13-15 October 2020. The workshop brought together the
international geophysics community (Figure 4) to address the science that drives computational
geophysics and the development of state-of-the-art software. Building the capacity for
leadership level computation and promoting the use of cutting-edge algorithms throughout the
CIG community demands a broad vision that includes community education, resource
development, and increasing and supporting computational expertise to make computing more
approachable and accessible.
To promote discussions and give rise to ideas from the community on a broad range of science
and infrastructure issues, the agenda included invited summary science presentations,
contributed idea talks, and a panel whose members pre-recorded presentations to be viewed
prior to the start of the workshop. Breakout sessions gave participants the opportunity to
20

discuss presentations and voice their own ideas. Poster talks were included as optional either
before or after the 4 ½ plenary sessions.
CIG is seen as a catalyst for future bleeding-edge research supporting the development of code
that facilitates other (especially NSF-funded) computational research. Key infrastructure
themes that emerged was the need to support data exchange, continuous improvement of our
software best practices, broadening our code base, integrating training and education with
software training, and creating pathways to increase both the number and diversity of the
geodynamics community.
Workshop report [pdf]

Figure 4. 141 participants (28% international, as shown) registered for the event. 36% of the total registrants identified
as female. 46% of the participants were early career researchers.

2021 ASPECT User Workshop
The second virtual ASPECT User Workshop took place January 25-26, 2020. In keeping the event
informal, registration was not required. The 2-day event included community contributed
keynote talks on new ASPECT features and current research. The meeting included discussion
time as well as opportunities for users to obtain technical help and help with model set-up from
others in the community.
2021 CIG Developers Workshop
The CIG held its first Developers Workshop February 23 and 25, 2021. The workshop themes
included:
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•
•
•
•

Expanding the CIG software developer community;
Making CIG software more accessible to new users;
Identifying and leveraging common infrastructure; and
Leveraging collective wisdom to make CIG software better and easier to develop and
maintain.
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Figure 5. A total of 43 participants from 11 countries attended
the event. Approximately 19% identified as female and 30%
Powered by Bing
early
career
researchers
©were
Australian
Bureau
of Statistics,
GeoNames, Microsoft, Navinfo, TomTom, Wikipedia

The 43 workshop participants (Figure 5) represented developers of CIG community codes, those
interested in contributing to the community codes, and researchers interested in improving
their own codes. The workshop was held online and consisted of six discussion sessions with
short presentations introducing each set of topics. The discussions were driven by responses
from a detailed developer survey and a shorter user survey. Thirteen developer teams
associated with 15 different computer modeling codes submitted responses; this provided
information from the developers of all the major CIG-related modeling codes as well as a few
other codes. Thirty-one users submitted responses; this represents a small fraction of the total
users of the codes (we obtain a much better response rate when surveys are associated with
user-related workshops). Most of the developer teams indicated that there is a much greater
demand for developers to implement and test new features and update documentation than
they have time for. Users indicated that troubleshooting simulation setup was the most timeconsuming step and the most challenging step in their modeling workflow; this demonstrates
22

the need for both good documentation and error messages that help users resolve problems.
The workshop discussions were designed to address these challenges. It was clear throughout
the workshop that there is much to be gained by fostering a community of developers that
share ideas and collaborate.
The CIG Developers Workshop resulted in a number of recommendations that will help expand
the CIG developer community, make software more accessible to new users, and increase
developer productivity through use of common infrastructure and best practices for software
development. This includes building a broad user base with sufficient support through
documentation, tutorials, user forums, hackathons, scientific workshops, and mentoring to
maintain a healthy suite of software developers and maintainers. Communities also need to
offer opportunities, like this workshop, for developer teams to interact with each other to
exchange ideas, identify common infrastructure, and interact with users to discuss modeling
workflows and development priorities.
Workshop Report [pdf].
2021 Rayleigh Hackathon
The 2021 Rayleigh Hackathon was held virtually from May 24-28 with an extended optional
week from May 31 - June 1. 15 user-developers of Rayleigh collaborated over Wonder and Slack
contributing over 500 lines of code. While the remote aspect of this workshop offered new
challenges for what is normally a very in-person, collaborative working experience, the
workshop completed and/or initiated several improvements to the source code,
documentation, and supporting analysis routines.
Some efforts begun at the workshop have yet to make it into the main branch but are now in
their near-complete stages. This includes the addition of new functionality in Rayleigh allowing
multiple additional scalar fields to be evolved. These new fields act analogously to the
temperature field and may be used for studies exploring the convection of a multicompositional fluid. We also introduced the ability to model a conducting inner core, such as
that which lies below the Earth’s molten outer core and which may impact the long-term
evolution of Earth’s magnetic field.
Several code additions came to fruition during the workshop, such as the addition of a new
spectral derivative library, new plotting routines for the display of spherical data, cleanup of
source code through the removal of unused variables, and various bug fixes.
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Rayleigh is now preparing for release of v1.0=. Additionally, an informal working group was
formed to design a new, more user-friendly interface to Rayleigh’s custom-reference state
functionality.
Workshop Report [pdf].
Count
7

1
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Figure
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©
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contributed towards the development
of Rayleigh during the hackathon with 40% (6) identifying as female.

2021 PyLith Hackathon
The 2nd PyLith Hackathon held online June 7-10 and 14-16 involved 15 participants working on
5 different projects. The projects included earthquake cycle modeling, poroelasticity, static
Green’s functions, small strain and gravitational body forces, and integrating PETSc mesh
importers and libCEED into PyLith, All projects made significant progress in implementing new
features or transferring features from the previous PyLith release to the new multiphysics
setup. Participants learned how to navigate the PyLith code base, how various features are
implemented, how to make changes to the code, and implement tests. The core PyLith
development team benefitted from discussions with the other participants about the technical
Count
6

1

Figure 7. A total of 15 participants contributed towards the
development
of PyLith
Powered
by Bing during the hackathon with 27% (4) identifying
©as
GeoNames,
Microsoft, TomTom
not male.
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aspects of the various projects as well as general discussions about PyLith design and
implementing other new features.
The online format was necessary due to the COVID-19 pandemic and certainly impacted
productivity but provided greater flexibility in personal schedules and eliminated travel. A
hybrid (online and in-person) format in which the in-person portion is preceded and followed
by shorter remote portions may provide a good balance.
Workshop Report [pdf]
2021 ASPECT Hackathon
The 2021 ASPECT Hackathon was held virtually from July 6-16, 2021. A total of 25 participants
(Figure 3) joined virtually via Zoom, Wonder, and Slack to participate in this 9-day coding event
(no formal events were held over the weekend). This year’s event welcomed 5 new
participants. The meeting was held similarly to last year’s event (see 2020 ASPECT Hackathon
above) but also included a pre-hackathon session for new participants. The session included
tutorials on VS code, using git and Github, and installation help for deal.II and ASPECT. This
significantly reduced both the spin up time for new participants and leaders time in
troubleshooting installation problems leading to a more productive event.
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Figure 7. A total of 15 participants contributed towards the development of ASPECT during the hackathon with 50% (12)
Powered by Bing
identifying as female.
© Australian Bureau of Statistics, GeoNames, Microsoft, Navinfo, TomTom, Wikipedia

The 2021 hackathon was similarly productive as the prior hack which was also held virtually.
Compared to hackathons held over previous years, both this and last year’s event were not bad
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and the number of new source files, pull requests, commits, and tests are all broadly
comparable to previous years. As in previous years, somewhere around one quarter to one
third of the ASPECT development happens during hackathon weeks.
Workshop Report [pdf]
2021 Summer Modeling Research Experiences
The Summer Modeling Research Experiences (SMOREs) is a new program this year addressing
diversity in the pipeline for the geosciences. The summer research program targets
underrepresented groups in the geosciences and advertised opportunities in relevant societies
such as SACNAS and NBSP. The majority of the students who expressed initial interest heard
about the program from their professor. The 35 students who expressed initial interests were a
diverse pool with 43% identifying as not male and 50% mix of nonwhite ethnicity. Only 16
candidates completed the application process. Candidate applications were reviewed by 3 SSC
members and the CIG Director. The four students (3 female, 1 male; 3 non-white) selected had
backgrounds that included geophysics, physics, and engineering. They are being mentored
members on a wide range of research topics in geodynamics by 8 of our community: Magali
Billen (UC Davis), Katie Cooper (Washington State), Eric Mittlestaedt (University of Idaho), John
Naliboff (New Mexico Tech), Max Rudolph (UC Davis), Suzanne Smrekar (JPL), Dave Stegman
(UC San Diego), and Laura Waters (New Mexico Tech).
The program initiated with 2 weeks of tutorials. Week 1 aimed to introduce students to the
basic concepts in geodynamics. Week 2 focusesd on computational skills including basic
programming skills in python needed for research and an introduction to constructing
computational models and high-performance computing. Computational resources for the
training and program were provided by XSEDE education allocation (TG-EES210021).
The program will conclude with final research presentations in the third week of August. In
addition, the participants will also present their findings during a publicly viewable CIG webinar
on October 14th.
This Fall CIG will evaluate long-term plans for both the research program and training courses,
the latter of which we aim to open to the broader Geodynamics community in the coming
years. We are also considering strategies to broaden the training program to include additional
topics or combining with training programs hosted by other computational Earth science
communities.
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Future Workshops

CIG plans to organize the following community workshops in 2021-2022 (Table 3):

Table 3. 2022 Workshops and Tutorials
Date

Title

tbd

SPECFEM Developer’s Meeting

Winter 2022

CIG Developer’s Meeting

Spring 2022

Rayleigh Hackathon

Spring 2022

ASPECT Hackathon

June 2022

Crustal Deformation Modeling Workshop

Summer 2022

SMOREs

Webinars

The CIG Webinar Series draws from a pool of experts including applied mathematicians,
computer scientists, and geoscientists, to both inform and disseminate knowledge on the tools
and methodologies employed to further the study of problems in geodynamics. The one-hour
webinars are recorded for later viewing on the CIG YouTube channel and linked to CIG website.
As teaching, meetings, and workshops shifted to online platforms, a full webinar schedule was
not planned due to reduce screen fatigue and scheduling conflicts. In 2020-21, the October
webinar was pre-empted by the Community Meeting. In the Winter, CIG joined the Modeling
Collaboratory for Subduction (MCS RCN) and CSDMS to present a webinar mini-series on The
Role of Computational Geoscience in the Predictive Assessment of Plate Boundary Systems and
Hazards (Table 4).
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Table 4. 2020- 2021 Webinar Schedule
Date

Presenters

Title

November 12

Jonathan Perry-Houts, UC
Davis

Numerical models of lower crustal
flow explain Yellowstone's
"tectonic parabola"

January 12

James H. Dieterich (UCR),
intro by Kayla A. Kroll
(LLNL)

Induced Seismicity; A
multidisciplinary issue spanning
the energy sector

January 13

Joshua A. White and Kayla
A. Kroll (LLNL)

Modeling Induced Seismicity in
the HPC-era

Kayla A. Kroll and Joshua A.
White (LLNL)

The Future of Induced Seismicity
with Exascale Computing

January 19

Nicole Gasparini (Tulane)
and Greg Tucker (CUB)

Cyberinfrastructure for modeling
surface processes across scales

January 20

Susanne Buiter (RWTH
Aachen)

How coupled tectonics and
surface processes shape
extensional plate boundaries

January 21

Testing surface process models
with numerical experiments:
Katy Barnhart (USGS
examples from landscape
Landslide Hazards Program)
evolution and debris-flow
inundation

January 14

YouTube

CIG’s YouTube channel, CIG Geodynamics, hosts 267 videos of simulations contributed by the
community, and recordings of past webinars and tutorials. The channel links to playlists of
other community members (such as recorded lectures). Visitors are directed to the site mainly
as a referral through YouTube and google searches. Viewers can also access webinar videos
through geodynamics.org. Visitors come from an international community with the top viewers
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from the North America, Europe, India, Asia, and South America. The page has 701 subscribers
and approximately 67,515 lifetime views (since 2008). The most popular videos are CIG
webinars and tutorials.
AGU Presence

This year, the American Geophysical Union (AGU) Fall Meeting was held entirely virtually with
scheduling spanning most time zones. As the community had just gathered in October, no
gathering of the CIG community took place.
This year we searched the abstracts for software mentions and solicited community members
for relevant abstracts. The number of abstracts fell significantly to 21 (Figure 8). We estimate
that the total number of abstracts accepted for the meeting in total this year fell by 20%.
See Appendix C.
Other
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Figure 8. Number of CIG software mentions in an AGU abstract.
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Distinguished Speaker Series

The CIG Distinguished Speaker Series continues into its 4th year. The CIG Speakers Series seeks
to promote computational modeling in geodynamics and related earth science disciplines.
Speakers are drawn from a diverse pool of experts with exceptional capability to communicate
the power of computation for understanding the dynamic forces that shape the surface and
operate in the interior of our planet. Lectures are aimed at a broad scientific audience suitable
for departmental or university colloquia series, and similar venues. Institutions with strong
math and computational science departments or with diverse populations that are
underrepresented in STEM are encouraged to apply.
Table 5. CIG Distinguished Speakers and Host Institutions
2020-2021
How mantle flow changes sea level and ice
sheets
Jacqueline Austermann, Columbia University

October 2: University of Hawaii, Manoa
March 26: University of Alabama

To slide or to flow: Studying extremes in
different natural systems sheds light on
common physical processes

October 5: Utah State University

Jenny Suckale, Stanford University

May 4: California State University Northridge

February 23: Northern Arizona University

2021-2022
Climate, Tectonics, and Planetary Life
Adrian Lenardic, Rice University

University of Idaho joint with Washington
State University
U. Washington
Universidad Nacional de Columbia virtual

The Structure of Oceanic Plates using
Machine Learning on Seafloor Vibrations

Florida International

Tolulope Olugboji, University of Rochester

McGill University joint with University of
Quebec at Montreal virtual

University of New Mexico
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The two 2020-2021 CIG Distinguished Speakers completed 5 virtual visits (Table 5) to R1 & R2
institutions that were either EPSCoR states and/or HSI or MSIs. The program received positive
feedback from both Host Institutions and Speakers. Speakers had opportunities to interact with
both students and faculty in formal and informal settings taking advantage of the opportunity
to deliver guest lectures and exchange research ideas and perspectives on career paths in
geosciences.
The two 2021-2022 CIG Distinguished Speakers are:
•
•

Adrian Lenardic, Rice University - Climate, Tectonics, and Planetary Life
Tolulope Olugboji, University of Rochester - The Structure of Oceanic Plates using
Machine Learning on Seafloor Vibrations

The 2021-2022 program will be expanded to meet the demand from international institutions.
Speakers are working to schedule in person and/or virtual visits. International visits will be held
virtually.

4

Software Development

4.1

ASPECT

ASPECT is a finite element code to model problems in thermo-chemical convection in both 2D
and 3D models and supports large-scale parallel computations. Its primary focus is the
simulation of processes in the Earth’s mantle, and it is being extended to studies of lithospheric
deformation and magma/mantle dynamics.
ASPECT is being developed by a large, collaborative, and inclusive community. Nine (9) Principal
Developers maintain the openly accessible repository on GitHub and provide feedback to 30
user-developers who have made 1313 commits to the repository in 2020, as well as to the
broader user community. Many of these commits have added major new features to the code
and will be incorporated into the next release of the software in July 2022, ASPECT 2.3.0.
Significant accomplishments of the past year

We are expecting to release ASPECT 2.3.0 in July 2021. It will include many changes (see
https://aspect.geodynamics.org/doc/doxygen/changes_current.html for details) including:
•
•
•

Mesh deformation now also works in combination with particles.
The 'mesh deformation' plugins can now prescribe an initial deformation.
There is a new nullspace removal option called 'net surface rotation'.
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•

•
•

•
•

ASPECT now includes a CompositeViscoPlastic rheology module. In general, there were
many improvements to the rheology descriptions that made them more modular and
enabled the description of more complex rheologies.
ASPECT's ViscoPlastic rheology has been migrated from the ViscoPlastic material model
into its own rheology module.
ASPECT now supports the creation of visualization postprocessors that only output data
on the surface of a model. An example is the "surface stress" visualization
postprocessor.
A new plugin system that allows control over time stepping including repeating of time
steps.
ASPECT now has a new, reproducible logo.

In addition, ASPECT has seen many performance improvements, new benchmarks, tests, fixes,
and smaller features.
Other work performed as part of this award that is not part of the ASPECT release mentioned
above:
•
•
•
•

•

We have provided installation instructions for various HPC systems in the wiki
(stampede2, frontera, expanse, see https://github.com/geodynamics/aspect/wiki )
Performance improvements, bug fixes, feature development in deal.II to allow for very
large computations.
We have started the replacement of the multithreading framework TBB in deal.II by
TaskFlow, promising better node performance. This is an ongoing effort.
deal.II has gained the ability to share large data tables between MPI processes located
on the same node, reducing the duplication of such data tables. This will allow for much
larger input data without substantial impact on the overall memory consumption. The
first patches to incorporate this into ASPECT have been posted, with more to come.
We have worked on deal.II 9.3.0 (to be released in early June) with a very large number
of improvements that will affect ASPECT, in particular to the performance of particle
schemes. Further improvements in the particle data structures are currently also finding
their way into the post-9.3.0 master branch.

Project goals for the upcoming year

The developers have the following goals for ASPECT's development in the next year:
•

Lead the Virtual ASPECT hackathon in July 2021.
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•
•
•
•
•

Improve visualization features in ASPECT especially for large-scale simulations.
Improve the applicability of the geometric multigrid solver to other models, for example
with periodic boundary conditions.
Provide a basic interface for bulk-surface coupling that allows for solving equations on
the surface of the earth.
Substantially extend the documentation of new features that have been added.

Figure 9. ASPECT. a–f Depicted are the strain rate field, maximum horizontal compressive stress 𝜎Hmax colored according to the
tectonic stress regime, and the velocity vectors at 3-km depth and 10 My for the East African Rift System initial mobile belt
configuration models. Black vectors are plotted in the model frame of motion, while the dark-gray vectors represent the
microplate motion in a Nubia-fixed frame. Black and gray vectors are scaled equally. Tanzania craton and Turkana depression
outlines are plotted in gray when used in the initial conditions. g In brown, the microplate rotation poles relative to the Nubian
plate. Rotations poles from geodetic data inversion are included in purple. The model domain is indicated in gray, and the
mobile belt axes in purple. NF normal faulting, NS normal and strike–slip faulting, SS strike–slip faulting, TS thrust and strike–
slip faulting, TF thrust faulting.3

Glerum, A., Brune, S., Stamps, D.S. et al. Victoria continental microplate dynamics controlled by the lithospheric
strength distribution of the East African Rift. Nat Commun 11, 2881 (2020). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-02016176-x
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Outreach and Broader Impacts

The community has been active in community building through the following support and
outreach activities:
•
•
•
•

Hosting the 2020 ASPECT virtual hackathon in August 2020 (see separate report).
Co-organizing the Virtual User Meeting (January 2021).
Bi-weekly online community meetings.
Planning of the 2020 virtual hackathon in July 2021.

A presentation at the SIAM Geoscience conference about ASPECT, June 2021.ASPECT and deal.II
4.2

Calypso

Calypso is a set of codes for magneto-hydro-dynamics (MHD) dynamo simulation in a rotating
spherical shell using spherical harmonics expansion methods.
Significant accomplishments of the past year

The dynamic subgrid scale (SGS) model is undergoing testing on the development version of
Calypso. This model is being used to investigate the effects of the small-scale fields on largescale fields using the dynamical SGS model from hi-resolution simulation results obtained using
the Rayleigh code under the INCITE project. Investigations found that the SGS heat flux term
effects all length scales but has the largest effects on the large-scale field. These results suggest
that the hyper diffusivities, which work only on the small-length scale component, cannot
model the effects of the unresolved scale on the large-scale field.
Under development is a feature to connect Calypso to the Line Integral Convolution (LIC)
visualization module developed by Dr. Yangguang Liao in 2019. To connect the LIC module into
the Calypso for in situ visualization, Hiroaki Matsui is developing a parallel domain re-partition
module to improve the load balancing of LIC module. In preliminary tests that included the LIC
module, Calypso ran up to 28,672 cores on TACC Frontera.
graduate student, Yuki Nishida (Tohoku University) collaborates on investigations of dynamo
processes in the past Earth. For this purpose, Nishida performs dynamo simulations in a
spherical shell with solid inner core smaller than the present Earth’s inner core. Comparing
simulation results under the fixed temperature and heat flux conditions, Nishida concludes
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that the fixed heat flux conditions require a smaller Rayleigh number range to sustain the
dipole field than that under the fixed temperature condition.
Graduate student, Takumi Kera (Tohoku University) is collaborating on investigations of how
dipole reversals of the geomagnetic field are triggered. Kera focuses on the equatorial
symmetry of the fields and forces and investigates what component of force initiates the dipole
reversals. For this investigation, Kera develops modules to decompose the symmetric and antisymmetric components of fields and forces by these decomposed components. The preliminary
study suggests that the anti-symmetric components of the buoyancy initiates the dipole
reversals, not the Lorentz force.
Project goals for the upcoming year

The next release, v2.0, is currently in testing and is planned for release in Dec. 2021. This
version will have a large number of updates to use modern Fortran 90 and 2003 features. In
v2.0, MPI-IO and data compression modules using zlib are introduced. This significantly reduces
the number of data files and hence, data size. The modules developed by Takumi Kera modules
to decompose symmetric and anti-symmetric components of fields and forces will also be
included. After release of v2.0, the parallel volume rendering (PVR) module will be migrated
along with the data viewer for cross section and isosurface data rendering.
To further SGS modeling using Calypso, dynamo simulations will be performed by applying
nonlinear terms obtained from the large-scale fields results from the INCITE project. Because
these simulations require the same spatial resolution as the original INCITE simulation, the
simulation will be performed on TACC Frontera. This will allow a deeper quantitative
investigation of the importance of the turbulent process in the geodynamo.
Takumi Kera will continue to investigate processes of the dipole reversal of the geomagnetic
field through numerical modeling. Kera will focuse on the contributions of symmetric and antisymmetric flow and magnetic fields on the energy transfer between the kinetic and magnetic
energies.
Outreach and Broader Impacts

Dr. Hiroaki Matsui, lead developer, collaborates with two graduate students at Tohoku
University. Dr. Yuki Nishida graduated in March 2021. Dr. Matsui is also starting a collaboration
with Prof. Tomoki Kimura with undergraduate’s researchers in his group. Prof. Kimura is
starting to investigate scaling laws in the numerical dynamo simulations.
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4.3

PyLith

PyLith is portable, scalable software for simulation of crustal deformation across spatial scales
ranging from meters to hundreds of kilometers and temporal scales ranging from milliseconds
to thousands of years. Its primary applications are quasi-static and dynamic modeling of
earthquake faulting. Other applications include modeling crustal deformation from dike
intrusions and inflation/deflation of volcano magma chambers.
Significant accomplishments of the past year

Development focused on completing the v3.0 release planned for August/September 2021 that
includes elasticity, incompressible elasticity, and poroelasticity using our multiphysics
formulation. We made significant improvements in the way we associate integration of terms in
the governing equation with pieces of the finite-element mesh; this simplifies the code required
to setup the solve. In preparing the v3.0 release, we have also made several improvements,
such as implementing simpler, more flexible ways to extract solution fields, state variables, and
other information for output and to verify output in full-scale tests. We continued to deal with
evolving policies of continuous integration testing resources for open-source software.
Fortunately, our Docker container setup has proven versatile and made transitions from one
resource to another easier. We are currently using Azure Pipelines for continuous integration
testing.
The PyLith Hackathon rescheduled from June 2020 to June 2021 exceeded our expectations,
with all five groups making substantial progress. Two groups focused on migrating features
from v2 to v3, including static Green's functions and a small strain formulation for elasticity. A
third group began implementing features to support earthquake cycle simulations, a major goal
of PyLith development. A fourth group built upon the core poroelasticity formulation to add
fluid sources and begin implementing a poroelastic fault formulation. The fifth group focused
on interfacing libCEED with PETSc and PyLith to accelerate residual integration on multiple
architectures, including GPUs; this group also interfaced PyLith with PETSc DMPlex creation
routines, which provides support for additional ways to import or create finite-element meshes.
In preparation for the hackathon, the PyLith developer documentation was expanded and
migrated it to Sphinx with online documentation continuously updated on readthedocs.io.
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Figure 10. Diao et. al (2021)4 modeled the viscoelastic relaxation after the 2015 Gorkha earthquake using PyLith. Show here are
(a) Structure and mesh configuration of the finite element model used for postseismic viscoelastic relaxation
simulations. (b) Fault geometry and setting.

Project goals for the upcoming year

The focus for coming year will be to complete the features initiated during the June 2021
hackathon and finish migrating features in v2 to v3. We anticipate that this will involve
continued collaboration with most of the hackathon participants. The main feature left to
migrate to v3 is spontaneous rupture (fault friction). We also plan to finish migrating the
documentation to Sphinx; this will facilitate keeping the documentation up to date with the
source code in between releases.
See Development Plans which are part of the PyLith documentation:
https://pylith.readthedocs.io/en/latest/intro/development-plan.html
Outreach and Broader Impacts

The June 2021 PyLith hackathon was very successful in getting users familiar with the inner
workings of the PyLith code and the software development process. This is an important step in
expanding the number of people contributing to PyLith development.
PyLith development continues to drive development of the DMPlex finite-element data
structures and operations in PETSc. PyLith also serves as an important test bed for new DMPlex

Diao, F., Wang, R., Xiong, X., & Liu, C. (2021). Overlapped postseismic deformation caused by
afterslip and viscoelastic relaxation following the 2015 Mw 7.8 Gorkha (Nepal) earthquake. Journal of
Geophysical Research: Solid Earth, 126, e2020JB020378. https://doi.org/10.1029/2020JB020378
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features. As a result, new features are added to DMPlex that facilitates its use in numerical
modeling in other scientific disciplines.
4.4

Rayleigh

Rayleigh has been developed under the guidance of the Geodynamo Working group. Its
development has been led by working-group member Nick Featherstone. Rayleigh is a 3-D
convection code designed for the study of dynamo behavior in spherical shell geometry. It
evolves the incompressible and anelastic MHD equations in spherical geometry using a pseudospectral approach. Rayleigh employs spherical harmonics in the horizontal direction and
Chebyshev polynomials in the radial direction. The code has undergone extensive accuracy
testing. It demonstrates excellent parallel performance on national level supercomputers,
including the Mira supercomputer at Argonne Leadership Computing Facility. In addition, this
project benefits a broader scientific community, with specialists in stellar and planetary
convection/dynamos now using the software as well.
Significant accomplishments of the past year

Rayleigh Simulation Library
A major activity during the past year was to establish the Rayleigh Simulation Library, which
provides a centralized, web-accessible location in which Rayleigh checkpoint data may be
stored (Figure 11). This growing database provides a foundation upon which new studies
requiring a significant parameter space survey can be built, and without the need to reequilibrate simulations that have already been published in other work (a phenomenon that is
common in planetary and stellar dynamo research). In addition to checkpoint data, the library
can host auxiliary data such as reference information and snapshots and spatial spectra of the
flow fields. Researchers requiring large samples of parameter space for their work can use
these checkpoints to rapidly restart a model and extract the statistics and output data relevant
to the work at hand.
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Figure 11. Systematic mapping of flow-regimes accessible to rotating convection. This study comprised the first set of data
added to the Rayleigh repository. It contains 72 fully 3-D simulations spanning five different morphological regimes of rotating
convection. The panel on the left provides one illustration of a phase diagram for these different regimes. The degree of
turbulence increases along the vertical axis and the effective convective flow speed decreases along the horizontal axis.
Examples of each flow regime are provided in the right panel, where we illustrate radial flow patterns near the top of the
computational domain. Red tones denote upflow, and blue tones, downflow (Hindman et al. 2020; https://osf.io/qbt32/).

This resource also fosters reproducibility of results to an extent that has been inherently
difficult for large computational studies to date. Without such a resource, the effective
reproducibility of results can be discouragingly minimal. Practically speaking, reproducing an
existing computational result would require the use of computational resources intended for
new research.
Our hope is that this repository also fosters a broader sense of cooperation amongst the
Rayleigh user community. Most users of the code study either the geodynamo or the solar
dynamo. The similarities in model setup across different studies carried out within these two
categories is quite substantial, and models developed for one study are often useful for other
studies. The Rayleigh repository may be accessed at
https://osf.io/qbt32/wiki/Rayleigh%20Simulation%20Library/ . Individual datasets are
presently hosted on the University of Colorado's Petalibrary system and are accessible using the
Globus file transfer protocol.
Spherical Harmonic Transforms
CIG postdoc Ryan Orvedahl, in collaboration with Nick Featherstone, have been investigating
the utility of using the SHTns spherical harmonic transform within Rayleigh. The current
implementation of the spherical harmonic transform in Rayleigh uses the Fastest Fourier
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Transform in the West (FFTW) followed by a matrix multiplication for the Legendre Transform.
An alternative approach, provided by the SHTns library, appears to be more efficient in some
contexts when compared to the algorithm currently in Rayleigh. Whereas Rayleigh precomputes the Legendre coefficients needed to carry out a transform, the SHTns uses an on-thefly approach that can lead to speed increase upwards of 30% due to the faster vector
capabilities of modern processors. A branch of Rayleigh that uses the SHTns software for the
Legendre transforms has successfully passed Rayleigh’s internal accuracy benchmarks using this
library. Assessment is underway to evaluate its potential for improving Rayleigh’s
computational performance.
Project goals for the upcoming year

During the next year, the main development goals concerning Rayleigh development are adding
new physics functionality and exploring possible performance enhancements for the code.
This includes completing the addition of the multiple-scalar-field option to Rayleigh and testing
the solid inner core functionality, and the addition of a new even-mode Chebyshev expansion
for the inner core. Testing will begin on possible performance enhancements to the code. The
first of these involves updating the OpenMP implementation in Rayleigh. There are suggestions
from our testing of the SHTns library that revisiting the OpenMP implementation may help
significantly reduce communications overhead. Adding GPU capability to the Legendre
transforms in Rayleigh will likely a involve collaboration with Rayleigh contributors Cian Wilson
and Philipp Edelmann who will join Nick Featherstone and Ryan Orvedahl in applying to a NASA
GPU hackathon to be held virtually in September.
Outreach and Broader Impacts
The Rayleigh User Group has held a series of virtual meetings this past year to introduce
upcoming changes in Rayleigh and discuss development directions. A demonstration/minitutorial was given to introduce the new simulation repository and gather feedback on its use
from the community.
The 2021 Rayleigh Hackathon was held virtually from May 24-28 with an optional second week
from May 3 –June 3, using Wonder and Zoom for collaboration. 15 participants attended
making several improvements to Rayleigh and its documentation. These include the:
•

Addition of capability for Rayleigh to model a solid, electrically conducting inner core for
geodynamo models.
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•
•

Adding capability for Rayleigh to simulate additional scalar fields, analogous to
temperature. These can be either passively advected, or they can actively interact with
the velocity field through buoyancy.
Development and testing of a Docker environment for Rayleigh that allows users to
compile the code, documentation, and perform analyses using Python and Jupyter
notebook.

The group is planning a hackathon for Spring 2021.
4.5

SPECFEM

SPECFEM3D_GLOBE simulates global and regional (continental-scale) seismic wave
propagation. Effects due to lateral variations in compressional-wave speed, shear-wave speed,
density, a 3D crustal model, ellipticity, topography and bathymetry, the oceans, rotation, and
self-gravitation are all included.
Significant accomplishments of the past year

Core Spectral-Element and Spectral-Infinite-Element Code Developments
The first major area of research activity involves further development and implementation of
the spectral-infinite-element method for problems in planetary geophysics. The resulting
package, SPECFEM-X (Figure 12), currently accommodates 1) coseimic and postearthquake
deformation with both moment-density tensor and split-node source implementations, 2)
coseismic and postearthquake earthquake-induced gravity perturbations, 3) gravity anomalies,
and magnetic anomalies. The package has been implemented on GPUs using CUDA.
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Figure 12. SPECFEMX. Comparison of finite-fault slip models of the 2015 Gorkha event estimated using the GPS-only dataset.
Slip amplitudes are shown in red, and posterior standard deviations are shown in green. White star shows the location of the
epicenter. (A) Average slip model inferred with non-topographic Green's functions. (B) Average slip model inferred with
topographic Green's functions. (C) Comparison between posterior marginal Probability Density Functions (PDFs) of dip-slip
parameters for selected subfaults. PDF colors correspond to amplitude of the average model. Offsets between average models
are shown as a percentage of slip amplitude. Plots of posterior PDFs are truncated between 0 and 7 m to simplify the
visualization. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)5

The second major area of research has been the continued development of the spectralelement seismic wave propagation solvers SPECFEM3D and SPECFEM3D_GLOBE for forward
and adjoint simulations. ‘Source encoding’ for regional and global earthquake full waveform
inversion has been implemented. This approach makes the inversion process independent of
the number of sources and receivers.
Peripheral Software Developments
In collaboration with Shantenu Jha at Rutgers University, the Ensemble Tool Kit (EnTK) is being
developed and used for workflow management. This workflow management tool stabilizes and
expedites seismic imaging and inversion workflows by providing recovery mechanisms for

Langer, L. T. Ragon, A. Sladen, J. Tromp (2020), Impact of topography on earthquake static slip estimates,
Te,ctonophysics, 791, doi:10.1016/j.tecto.2020.228566.
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simulation failures. EnTK is used for global full waveform inversion and source inversions
performed at Oakridge Leadership Computing Facility and Princeton High-Performance
Computing Research Center.
In collaboration with ORNL and the ObsPy group (Lion Krischer), the Adaptable Seismic Data
Format (ASDF) is continued being maintained and developed. All provenance related to
earthquakes, stations, and processing is stored in an HDF container to ensure complete
reproducibility.
Outreach and Broader Impacts

Routine 3D global Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) inversions will be added to Princeton’s
global ShakeMovie website to complement the synthetic seismograms and movies that are
currently made routinely available to the community.
Plans for a SPECFEM Developer’s remain on hold until in person meetings can safely resume.

5

Software Pipeline

AVNI
CIG is actively working with and Dr. Pritwiraj Moulik to prepare a release of the NSF supported
REM3D/AVNI software project within the CIG ecosystem, with a first release planned in 20212022. CIG is providing support for improving documentation, training, and testing infrastructure
to prepare the software for public distribution.

6
6.1

Scientific and Broader Impacts
Publications

Publications included in our database include refereed papers submitted by authors as well as
those found using google scholar based on keyword search by author, software package name,
or DOI. In 2020, the community published 120 journal articles and theses using CIG codes. See
Appendix D.
6.2

Cross Cutting Initiatives

CIG is the sponsor for the CSDMS Geodynamics Focus Research Group (FRG). The Geodynamics
FRG's goals are to provide input to the CSDMS effort on how to best represent geodynamic
processes and models within CSDMS. The membership and interests of the Geodynamics FRG
overlap with CIG’s and will provide a connection for future collaborations.
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CIG has collaborated on a joint webinar series with the Modeling Collaboratory for Subduction
RCN. In partnership with SCEC, CSDMS, and EarthCube, the 2020-2021 webinar series
emphasized the role of computational geoscience in the predictive assessment of plate
boundary systems and hazards.
6.3

Beyond the Geosciences

CIG participates and contributes to communities outside the geosciences that impact the
research it supports including communities in high performance computing and software
sustainability through initiatives such as FORCE11, WSSSPE, codemeta, IDEAS_ECP, RDA, US
RSE, URSSI, and the Consortium of Scientific Software Registries and Repositories. CIG staff and
community members have delivered talks on best practices in software and community
building to these and other communities.

7

CIG III 5-Year Budget
A.&B.

Salaries and Wages

2,434,254

C.

Fringe

1,012,062

D.

Equipment

60,000

E.

Travel

289,900

F.

Participant Support

956,455

G.

Other Direct Costs

2,527,492

H.

Total Direct Costs

7,280,165

I.

Indirect Costs

1,538,829

Total Costs

$8,818,994

Total 5-year commitment by NSF: $8.82 M
In 2020-21, in kind support for computational time was received from XSEDE and Frontera.
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Appendix A: Institutional Membership
U.S. Institutions (68)
Argonne National Laboratory (MSC)

U.S. Geological Survey

Arizona State University

University of Alaska, Fairbanks

Boston University

University of Arizona

Brown University

University of California Berkeley

California Institute of Technology

University of California Davis

California State University, Northridge

University of California, Los Angeles

Carnegie Institution of Science, DTM

University of California, San Diego

Clemson University

University of California, Santa Cruz

Colorado School of Mines

University of Colorado

Colorado State University

University of Connecticut

Columbia University

University of Florida

Cornell University

University of Hawaii

Georgia Institute of Technology

University of Houston

Harvard University

University of Kentucky

Indiana University

University of Louisiana at Lafayette

Johns Hopkins University

University of Maine

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

University of Massachusetts, Amherst*

Los Alamos National Laboratory (ES)

University of Maryland

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

University of Memphis

Michigan State University

University of Michigan

National Center for Atmospheric Research

University of Minnesota

New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology

University of Missouri-Columbia

Northwestern University

University of Nevada, Reno

Oregon State University

University of New Mexico

Pennsylvania State University

University of Oregon

Portland State University

University of Rochester

Princeton University

University of Southern California

Purdue University

University of Texas at Austin

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

University of Utah

Rice University

University of Washington
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State University of New York at Buffalo

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

State University of New York at Stony Brook

Washington State University

Texas A&M University

Washington University in St. Louis

Tulane University

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

International Affiliates (21)
Aachen University*

University of Cambridge*

Australian National University

University College London

Cardiff University

University of Leeds

Earth Observatory of Singapore

University of Melbourne

Geological Survey of Norway (NGU)

University of Oslo

GNS Science

University of Science and Technology of China

Johanes Gutenberg University Mainz

University of Sydney

Monash University

University of Toronto

Munich University LMU

University of Tuebingen, Germany

University of Alberta

Victorian Partnership for Advanced Computing

University of Bristol, UK

*New members
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Appendix B: CIG Working Group Members
Computational Science (8)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brad Aagaard, U.S. Geological Survey
Wolfgang Bangerth, Colorado State University, Fort Collins
Jed Brown, University of Colorado, Boulder
Nick Featherstone, Southwest Research Institute
Timo Heister, Clemson University
Matthew Knepley, University of Buffalo
Eldridge G. Puckett, University of California, Davis
Marc Spiegelman, Columbia University

Dynamo (8)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lead, Peter Driscoll, Carnegie DTM
John Aurnou, University of California, Los Angeles
Bruce Buffett, University of California, Berkeley
Mike Calkins, University of Colorado, Boulder
Philip Edelmann, LANL
Hiroaki Matsui, University of California, Davis
Maria Weber, Delta State University
Cian Wilson, Carnegie DTM

Education (10)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Magali Billen, University of California, Davis
Katie Cooper, Washington State University
Sanne Cottar, University of Cambridge
Lorraine Hwang, University of California, Davis
John Louie, University of Nevada, Reno
Louise Moresi, Australian National University
Gabriele Morra, University of Louisiana
Federik Simons, Princeton University
Sarah Stewart, University of California, Davis
John Vidale, University of Southern California
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Long-Term Tectonics (8)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Co-Chair, John Naliboff, University of California, Davis
Co-Chair, Jolante van Wijk, New Mexico Tech
Co-Chair, Cedric Thieulot, Utrecht University
Mark Behn, Boston College
Susanne Buiter, Aachen University
Claire Currie, University of Alberta
Lijun Liu, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Eric Mittelstaedt, University of Idaho

Magma Migration (8)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lead, Marc Spiegelman, Columbia University
Mark Behn, Boston College
Marc Hesse, University of Texas, Austin
Garrett Ito, University of Hawaii
Richard Katz, Oxford University
Matt Knepley, University of Buffalo
Ikuko Wada, University of Minnesota
Cian Wilson, Carnegie DTM

Mantle Convection (8)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lead, Scott King, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Lead, Shijie Zhong, University of Colorado, Boulder
Lead, Thorsten Becker, University of Texas, Austin
Juliane Dannberg, University of Florida
Timo Heister, Clemson University
Margarete Jadamec, University of Buffalo
Mark Richards, University of Washington
Max Rudolph, University of California, Davis

Seismology (5)

•
•
•

Lead, Carl Tape, University of Alaska at Fairbanks
Ebru Bozdag, Colorado School of Mines
Carene Larmat, Los Alamos National Lab
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•
•

Arthur Rodgers, Lawrence Livermore National Lab
Andrew Valentine, Australian National University

Short-Term Crustal Dynamics (4)

•
•
•
•

Lead, Brad Aagaard, U.S. Geological Survey
Eric Hetland, University of Michigan
Eric Lindsey, Earth Observatory Singapore
Charles Williams, GNS Science
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Appendix C: 2019 Fall AGU Presentations
List of presentations by CIG scientists at the 2019 Fall AGU meeting. This list combines of selfreported abstracts with keyword search on software package names.

Monday, December 7
A002-0003 - Improving the Accuracy and Efficiency of Hybrid Finite Element / Particle-In-Cell
Methods for Modeling Geologic Processes. Mack Gregory & Elbridge Gerry Puckett.
DI001-07 - On the Earth’s Hydrostatic State. Shijie Zhong, Chuan Qin and Wei Mao.
S006-03 - 3-D Simulations of Seismo-acoustic Coupling over Topography. Jordan W W
Bishop, David Fee, Ryan Modrak, Carl Tape and Keehoon Kim.
S007-01 - On the Single-Station Measurement of Ground-Coupled Airwaves: Discrimination of
Martian Infrasound and Assessment of Terrestrial Setups (Invited). Leo Martire, Raphael
Garcia, Aymeric Spiga, Lucie Rolland, Roland Martin, Philippe Henri Lognonné, Donald J
Banfield, Jose A Rodriguez-Manfredi and William Bruce Banerdt.
Tuesday, December 8
Wednesday, December 9
A076-01 - An Investigation into Jupiter’s 2019 Equatorial Zone Disturbance: Modifying the
Crème Brûlée Model. Emma Dahl, Nancy Chanover, Glenn S Orton, Kevin H Baines, James
Andrew Sinclair, David Voelz and Patrick GJ Irwin.
DI005-0010 - Global lower-mantle structure from multifrequency tomography using teleseismic
and core-diffracted body waves. Kasra Hosseini, Karin Sigloch, Maria Tsekhmistrenko, Afsaneh
Mohammadzaheri, Tarje Nissen-Meyer and Heiner Igel.
DI005-0022 - Using P2KP Diffracted Phases and High Frequency Synthetic Seismograms to
Interrogate Core Mantle Boundary Structure. Stuart Russell, Sanne Cottaar and Jessica C E
Irving.
DI006-0005 - 3D data sensitivities of seismic phases to the upper-most outer core and D’’
region. Ridvan Orsvuran, John Rekoske and Ebru Bozdag.
DI006-0008 - Assessing Intrinsic versus Scattering Attenuation in Earth’s Inner Core. Ravi
Wickramathilake and Vernon F Cormier.
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DI006-0009 - Automatic Measurement and Quality Control of S3KS-S2KS Differential Traveltime
and the Influence of Mantle Heterogeneity. Qing Ji, Xianbing Zhang and Li Zhao.
DI008-03 - Mantle Shear Wave Splitting based on 3D Seismic Wave Simulations (Invited). Neala
Creasy and Ebru Bozdag.
DI008-04 - Kilometer-scale imaging on the core-mantle boundary at the source of the Hawaiian
mantle plume. Zhi Li, Kuangdai Leng and Sanne Cottaar.
S017-07 - Near Real-Time Global Ambient Noise Source Inversions. Jonas Karl Hans Igel, Laura
Ermert and Andreas Fichtner.
SA013-06 - Modeling of seismically-induced infrasonic acoustic wave signals in Earth’s
electromagnetic field. Pavel Inchin, Matthew D Zettergren, Amy Williamson, Jonathan B
Snively, Attila Komjathy and Diego Melgar.
S021-0004 - Identification of earthquakes and anthropogenic events around the southern Great
Lakes. Dongdong Yao, Yihe Huang, Liang Xue, Yuning Fu, Jeff Fox and Andrew Gronewold.
T017-0004 - Slow Slip Events at the Hikurangi Subduction Margin, New Zealand, from 2006 to
2017. Charles A Williams, Laura M Wallace, Noel M Bartlow and A. John Haines.
Thursday, December 10
P037-09 - Simulation of seismic wave propagation on Ryugu induced by the SCI impact
experiment of the Hayabusa2 mission: Limited seismic shaking due to low yield strength of the
surface regolith. Gaku Nishiyama, Noriyuki Namiki, Kuangdai Leng, Seiji Sugita, Hiroshi
Imamura, Hajime Yano, Chisato Okamoto, Yuichi Tsuda, Satoru Nakazawa, Taichi
Kawamura, Benjamin Fernando, Keisuke Onodera, Takanao Saiki, Yasuhiko Takagi, Masahiko
Hayakawa, Hirotaka Sawada, Kazunori Ogawa and Yu-ichi Iijima.
S031-0014 - Poroelastic Problems in Pylith. Robert Lewis Walker, Matthew Knepley, Brad
Aagaard, Charles A Williams and Josimar A Silva.
S026-06 - Investigating early earthquake rupture characteristics with borehole
strainmeters. Sydney Dybing, Diego Melgar, Andrew J Barbour, Alexandre Canitano and Dara E
Goldberg.
T024-0011 - Assessing the Role of Lithospheric Buoyancy Forces and Mantle Flow in Driving
Deformation across the East Africa Rift through 3D Geodynamic Modeling. Tahiry Andriantsoa
Andriantsoa Rajaonarison, D. Sarah Stamps and John B Naliboff.
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V020-0013 - Investigating the effects of topography and magma reservoir structure on volcanotectonic interactions in a youthful continental rift. Joshua Robert Jones, D. Sarah
Stamps and Brad Aagaard.
Friday, December 11
DI016-0002 - Mantle Q Structure from S-wave Amplitude Measurements. Min Zhu, Shuyang
Sun, Ying Zhou and Qingju Wu.
S040-04 - Constraining earthquake depth, source time function and focal mechanism and their
associated uncertainties. Tom Garth, Karin Sigloch and Dmitry A Storchak.
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Appendix D: Publications
Articles in 2020 using CIG codes either reported by authors or discovered using keyword
searches on google scholar.
1. Akbarashrafi, Fatemeh (2020), "Resolvability of the 3D density structure of the Earth’s
mantle using normal mode theory." Vol. 208. Ph.D. thesis, Utrecht University.
2. Altmann, Jürgen (2020) Advances in Seismic and Acoustic Monitoring: Innovative Systems
Concepts, In Nuclear Non-proliferation and Arms Control Verification: Innovative Systems
Concepts, edited by I. Niemeyer, M. Dreicer and G. Stein, 231–248. Cham: Springer
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